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DISCLAIMER: CryoFX.com is not responsible or held liable for any damages resulting from use of this equipment or any CO2 equipment. The equipment listed within is 
for special effects purposes only and should be used only by professionals or those who fully understand the use, operation, effects, and dangers of all equipment listed 
herein. All equipment should be tested before actual use in front of an audience. Any other use other than what is specified is prohibited and can cause extreme dangers 
to anyone in the vicinity. CO2 Jets and CO2 guns should never be pointed directly at people closer than 5 feet in distance. CO2 Jets and CO2 Guns should never be 
pointed at someones face for an extended period of time as CO2 displaces oxygen therefore supointed at someones face for an extended period of time as CO2 displaces oxygen therefore suffocating those in the direct path. Again, we, CryoFX. com are NOT re-
sponsible or held liable for misuse or damages resulting from the equipment listed herein.

WARNING: Co2 Blasts cannot exceed 3 seconds in length for each blast. Two blasts cannot 
occur within 5 seconds of eachother. Power must be connected last as to ensure safety.

4. SLOWLY turn the valve on top of the tank. The hose may 
move as the liquid CO2 enters the hose and makes it stiff. 
Check for any leaks you may see as you open the valve 
more. If you notice leaks, turn off the valve and locate 
leaks. Once located contact CryoFX. When finished using, 
turn valve on top of tank in opposite direction as the last 
time you turned it so as to close the valve. Activate Cryo Jet 
a few more times to let the remaining CO2 in the hose out.a few more times to let the remaining CO2 in the hose out.

3. Locate end of hose with the fitting shown below. Take the piece of tape off the top of the fitting and 
throw it away. Make sure the plastic O-ring stayes inside the fitting. Screw fitting onto tank with your hand 
until it’s tight. Then take an adjustable wrench, as shown below, and tighten the fitting onto the tank fairly 
tight. Do not tighten too tight as damage or breakage may result.

2. Locate the panel show below in the first image. Locate the end of the DMX cable shown below. Plug the 
end of the DMX cable, as shown below, into the unit and the other end into your DMX controller. Set the 
DMX to your preferred channel using the small buttons above and below to change the numbers. For stan-
dard use, leave DMX set to 001 and this will allow you to use the Swing Cryo Jet  on channel 1. Note that 
2 faders are used with DMX control; 1 for on/off of Jet and 1 for swing arm control. 

1. Unpack CryoFX Swing Cryo Jet, hose, and cable. Locate fitting on both hose and Swing Cryo Jet as pictured 
below. Pull back the outside part (ring) of the fitting on the hose and insert the fitting on the Swing Cryo Jet as shown 
below. Let go of ring as you push both fittings together until the outer ring snaps back forward. This will lock the hose 
and Cryo Jet together. Gently pull both fittings apart to make sure the hose is attached to the Swing Cryo Jet.



DISCLAIMER: CryoFX.com is not responsible or held liable for any damages resulting from use of this equipment or 
any CO2 equipment. The equipment listed within is for special effects purposes only and should be used only by pro-
fessionals or those who fully understand the use, operation, effects, and dangers of all equipment listed herein. All 
equipment should be tested before actual use in front of an audience. Any other use other than what is specified is 
prohibited and can cause extreme dangers to anyone in the vicinity. CO2 Jets and CO2 guns should never be pointed 
directly at people closer than 5 feet in distance. CO2 Jets and CO2 Guns should never be pointed at someones face 
for an extended period of time as COfor an extended period of time as CO2 displaces oxygen therefore suffocating those in the direct path. Again, we, 
CryoFX.com are NOT responsible or held liable for misuse or damages resulting from the equipment listed herein.
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